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The Mercedes-Benz M-Class is a mid-size sport utility vehicle SUV with light off-road capability,
first offered in as a model, and built by the German automaker Mercedes-Benz. It marked a shift
at Mercedes-Benz in becoming a global player; while it had plants outside Germany before, they
merely built German models. In size, it is slotted below the GL-Class. For a short time, between
the years to , the M class was built by Magna Steyr in Graz, Austria, for the European market,
until it moved to part of the U. The M-Class was the first luxury SUV to feature stability control, a
system designed to detect loss of control and instantaneously intervene with selective braking
to bring the vehicle back on its intended course. This system is now hailed by safety experts,
and studies have shown stability control and systems like it are capable of reducing single
vehicle crashes by up to 30 percent. Furthermore, the M-Class boasted front- and side-impact
airbags with advanced occupant detection for the front passenger seat, which, combined with
Mercedes' legendary safety structure, earned the M-Class the highest marks in insurance
industry crash tests. Full Picture Size: x More photos of Mercedes Benz ML Aroad test on the
BBC programme Top Gear revealed that the presenter, Jeremy Clarkson, could put his fingers
into the gap below the rear lights and above the rear bumper. This improved over the years,
especially after a mild facelift for However, owners are often unhappy with the car's quality â€”
for example, the car was placed last out of cars in the Top Gear Motoring Survey At less than 1
mpg difference than the the is definitely the king of the road. Buy the ML over the ML if you can
find one and you'll be a whole lot happier. I've had this car for 5. It's been great to us and has
never left us stranded. This is a car that needs an owner that timely addresses all preventive
maintenance items before they become repair items, because then it gets expensive. The all
wheel drive system is great and it is like a tank in rain and snow. Good power. Very comfy ride.
Plenty of room. We purchased an ML a year ago. I am glad we purchased the extended warranty
and it is still covered. Thank God! Anways, if this suv was just reliable it would be perfect. My
wife and I love driving this vehicle. The problem it is always in the shop. We are thinking about
trading it in because it a hassle taking it to the shop every months. This is by far the most
unreliable vehicle I have ever owned. Pro: Beautiful suv in and out, Good performance. There're
better choice out there. Buy only if it's still under warranty or some kind of extended warranty.
Be warned or be ready to pay. Your choice, your money. Better choice is RX No longer own MB.
Bought RX. Lexus still and will be my choice of car brand. Reasons: liability and resale value.
Edmunds please stop telling me to update my review since I longer own the SUV. After 8 days of
happy ownership and only miles, our ML had serious transmission problems, couldn't be driven
and it spent the next 4 days in the dealers shop. All this, after waiting an extra 2 months for
delivery so "Mercedes could be sure of no quality problems". This was our departure from 15
years of owning Lexus It is a shame because the car is a beauty and rides incredibly well. Too
bad the Germans have forgotten how to design and manufacture a car for reliability. By the way,
the Mercedes navigation compared to Lexus is far inferior Lexus makes it so easy to use. When
your emotion grabs you to go for style Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More
about the M-Class. View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All
ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Items per page:. Write a review See all M-Classes for
sale. Sponsored cars related to the M-Class. Sign Up. Whatever luxury carmakers say, the
S-Class remains their bogey. Even though BMW , Audi , Lexus , Jaguar , and the rest work hard
to carve out reputations and brand values for their flagship sedans, most buyers aspire to, or at
least strongly identify with, the big Benz. The previous version, however, had become out of
touch by the end of its production life in too slab sided, not very sporty, a little over the top. The
new-for S-Class changed all that, and it's been a freight-train sales success ever since. We
waited until year two to order our One-Year tester, as that's when Mercedes first offered its
AMG-designed Sport Package: a worthy cross between a standard S-Class and the
limited-edition 5. What does that extra five grand for the Sport Package deliver? Although there
are no suspension changes per se, there's a huge handling benefit gained by going from the
standard inch rolling stock to those snarky looking inch AMG Monoblock alloys and upgraded
Michelin rubber. The revised front and rear fascias make the car look sportier and more modern.
Even though the S-Class had been out awhile by the time our car arrived, it never failed to draw
admiring glances and comment. The key--or more correctly, multi-function, infrared encoded
fob--to this thing didn't sit still for a minute. Whether it was commuting chores, date night out,
or long-haul vacation travel, the S-Class delivered as a top-flight, full-size luxury sport sedan
and was in high demand. Other high points are three-position adjustable damping that yielded a
noticeable ride difference between soft, firm, and sport, plus a five-speed automatic
transmission that always seemed to be in the right gear at the right time--not something you can
always say about a Mercedes. Rock-solid high-speed stability is, however, something you can
usually say about a Mercedes, and the S S proved no exception. The controls are anything but
intuitive: You turn a knob and naturally expect it to adjust something like the radio volume , but

instead, it scrolls through one or another program menu. The sound system itself is good, but
not up to the level expected of this car's sticker. And why no six-CD changer in the dash? High
marks for the Distronic adaptive cruise control; it takes a while to trust that the system will back
off the throttle or even apply the brakes when a car looms too closely ahead. But once you do
have confidence in it, it makes cruise mode that much more safe and relaxing. The upmarket
seats also drew high praise; they heat, they cool, they massage, and they're dumbbell-easy to
adjust, thanks to those seat-shaped switches on the door panel. Even in the '60s, Mercedes
advertised its "orthopedically designed seating" and these chairs certainly earned that title. We
wish, however, that the window switches weren't so far down on those door panels. One editor
was surprised, in this day and age of computerized key fobs, that he could actually lock the key
in the trunk Mercedes-Benz Tele Aid Emergency roadside assistance to the rescue. Our car
proved a paragon of reliability. Mercedes' scheduled-maintenance plan covered everything for
the all-too-short period of time we had it. We also requested a brake inspection due to some
minor squeaking, but everything was fine. A rear taillight bulb blew out and was replaced free of
charge under warranty. The only thing that ever broke was that most-American of interior
devices, the console cupholder. It just split neatly in half and also was replaced under warranty.
The FSS alerted us to the need for another oil change, new wiper blades, and other
miscellaneous inspections at just under 19, miles, covered under scheduled care. It's true that
any of several other luxury sedans cost either a little or a lot less. Either way, if you can afford
to fly First Class, the Mercedes S-Class should easily satisfy as your carrier of choice. Although
body shells and the basic design haven't changed, colors, bumper treatments, wheels, interior
trim, safety gear, and equipment levels have been shuffled and upgraded. The big news comes
in the way of power, and lots of it: S and S engine offerings remain the same, but the Vpowered
S gets a boost courtesy of the Maybach development program in the form of a
twin-turbocharged engine cranking out velvety horsepower. The S55 AMG also gets
locomotive-like boost, via supercharged, intercooled V-8 horsepower and lb-ft of torque. No
significant changes are planned for ' From the Logbook "To call this state-of-the-art is an
understatement. I couldn't help feeling like an important head-of-state type driving this thing as
it massaged my bum, took my temp, and gave me directions to the U. It feels, smells, and looks
expensive. Quite impressive, except for the preflight jitters its style instrument panel elicits.
Seems odd to say, but there's a good value message here. While many of the controls are
counter-intuitive, the feel is that of unmistakable luxury. The engine is close to perfect, though
the car's many systems issue up a lot of whirs, buzzes, clicks, and pump noises. Impressive in
every way. Lexus and Infiniti have come up with a few more electro- doodads, and the big Jag
still speaks elegance, but the S-Class is still 'It. The seats make me want to drive from Los
Angeles to Boston just for chowder. This may be the second-best luxury sport sedan
around--as only the S55 AMG is better. Close Ad. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend. Share on
Facebook Share on Twitter. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents,
been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open
recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of
sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a
vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping
millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden
problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with
their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
dd form 350
2000 jeep cherokee sport seat covers
2004 honda crv air conditioning
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service

History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

